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After years of crisis our Washington State Ferries (WSF) is headed for deeper trouble. 

The governor's budget proposes to cut service and delay modernization. Few of the 

bills before the Legislature tackle these problems head-on. Some get lost in a 

peripheral vendetta against the crews; some propose solutions more rhetoric than 

reality. The governor wants us to vote ourselves into a big, self-taxing ferry district, pay 

for our own ferries and leave the rest of the state alone — never mind that the 500+ 

sailings a day on our ten marine highways are integral channels in the state's 

economic arteries and a major importer of tourist dollars.

The governor did us one favor — she put ferries on the Legislature's front burner. Now 

is the time for West Sound citizens and business leaders to weigh in. What would you 

like to see happen? Here's my list of four basic steps toward a turnaround.Priority #1: 

We need better service. Poor ferry service is damaging the economic health of our 

communities. Even before this recession hit, fewer sailings and higher fares put some 

of the good jobs in Seattle and some of the good houses over here out of reach. To 

climb out of the recession we need better service. But WSF proposes to make it worse: 

their budget cancels key runs and pushes fares even higher.

Priority #2: We need new ferries. Our too old, too small fleet is held together by bailing 

wire and chewing gum. Too often breakdowns ripple through the system leaving riders 

with no way to get to work — and maybe without a job. To restore service and improve 

reliability we must build new boats. But WSF proposes to make it worse: their budget 

postpones main fleet modernization.How did we get into this fix? WSF leaders want us 

to blame ourselves. They say that by our vote a few years ago to cut car tab fees, we 

failed to hand over enough cash. Malarkey! Ferry executives have been burning 

money like there was no tomorrow. When the economic crash hit, ferry crews 

volunteered to freeze their own pay. Now we learn that dozens of "managers" have 

been cashing bigger paychecks; many still drive home in government cars. According 

to the old-timers, it used take only about 40 people to run a larger fleet. Today about 

400 people crowd around desks at ferry headquarters — including some retired-rehired 

"friends" for whom we're essentially paying double.

New boats? By "helping" at every step, the ferry bosses managed to turn a plan to 

build a quick, inexpensive copy of an existing design into a smallish boat that, pound 

for pound, is the most expensive ferry in American history. Yet somehow, despite 
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paying some $80 million for a $32 million ferry, the boat arrived in the fleet unable to 

sail on an even keel and unable to handle the brisk weather common on its intended 

route.

That leads us to ...Priority #3: We need an immediate management overhaul. We're 

not going to be able to fix our ferry system until we fix the headquarters. We can't raise 

fares (again!) and go back to the state's taxpayers for more construction money if we 

don't have an executive management team that can make every dollar count. We can't 

keep hammering the unions for changes in work rules if the working climate continues 

to be poisonous and dysfunctional. Ideally, ferry system executives would join with the 

Secretary of Transportation and the governor to lead the needed reforms. Failing that, 

the Legislature should step in.

Priority #4: We need accountability. We need a public accounting of the decisions — 

including those of legislators — that turned our iconic ferry system from a going 

concern into an over-aged, overly expensive mess delivering less service with rust-

covered boats. The state's voters and taxpayers are not going to trust the ferry system 

with the money it needs unless it is crystal clear that the lessons have been learned — 

permanently.We need action now. We're headed for system collapse and real damage 

to our West Sound economy unless we turn WSF around this year. Please weigh in. 

Connect with the growing voices of the Ferry Community Partnership. Tell every 

legislator you can reach how important it is that we increase service, start building new 

boats, overhaul management, and learn from past mistakes.

Larry Seaquist represents the 26th Legislative District in the Washington Legislature.
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